The goal of this research was the creation of an adaptation mechanism for the delivery of threedimensional content. The adaptation of content, for various network and terminal capabilities -as well as for different user preferences, is a key feature that needs to be investigated. Current state-of-the art research of the adaptation shows promising results for specific tasks and limited types of content, but is still not well-suited for massive heterogeneous environments. In this research, we present a method for transmitting adapted threedimensional content to multiple target devices. This paper presents some theoretical and practical methods for adapting three-dimensional content, which includes shapes and animation. We also discuss practical details of the integration of our methods into MPEG-21 and MPEG-4 architectures.
Introduction

Targeting a context
Three-dimensional (3D) representation is one of the cornerstones of computer graphics and multi-media content. Advances in this domain, coupled with the highly fuelled progression of 3D graphics cards has pushed the complexity of these representations into a whole new arena whereby a single real-time model can consist of more than a million polygons. Huge architectural buildings, everyday objects, even human beings themselves can be represented using 3D graphics in such detail that it is difficult to distinguish between real and virtual images.
Concurrently, and much towards the other end of the scale, many devices (personal digital assistants (PDAs), mobile phones, laptops, etc.) are now "3D-enabled"; capable of enhancing a user's experience and providing much * Presently at Konkuk University, Korea * * Presently at Carleton University, Canada more depth to the presented information. In many cases, these devices access the same content from the same service provider (for example: providing virtual maps/guides, multi-user games, etc.) and it is this broadness of content and the heterogeneity of devices (in terms of performance, capability, network connection, etc.) that is the main concern in a continuously expanding market. It is also the concern of the user to obtain the best quality for their device, i.e., a general expectation of any device of higher performance is that overall the quality of the experience will be better.
Media adaptation
Media adaptation offers a solution to these current industry woes and whilst most of the more common examples are in the area of video and audio, the popularization of games and virtual environments shows that there is also an emerging arena for 3D graphics. Whilst there are many considerations for 3D graphics as a whole, being a very broad domain, we focus our attention in this paper mainly on the adaptation of graphical representation (with an emphasis on virtual humans), and introducing animation adaptation. In addition, whilst the research area of multiresolution models [22] is one that has been significantly explored, we introduce it into the domain of MPEG-21 digital item adaptation in order to consider the constraints imposed by multiple targets, and the adaptation from a single media item.
Our main research goal was to devise a method for multi-resolution representation/adaptation to transfer and render a virtual human (face and body) on heterogeneous target devices with the following considerations:
• Range of complexity -As the model will not be targeted specifically for a particular network or device, we needed to define a generic method. In essence, this means the ability to represent a virtual human from its lowest possible representation towards its most complex form; this is in opposition to creating a range of models and selecting the most appropriate one.
• Device capability -We defined a generic method for assessing the capability of the device to enable the closest approximation. As the target device is not specified, it should be assumed that this assessment should also be heterogeneous.
• Network capacity -Based on an assessment of the network condition, we used a generic method for adaptation that allows for both a specific bandwidth and maintains a certain level of quality of service.
• Interoperability -It is obviously necessary that whilst the server needs to be aware of an adaptation of the content towards a specific device (as it is performing the task), client awareness should not be required. Hence, regardless of whether content is adapted or not, it should be usable on the target device without any specific indicators. The reasons are many, but the main one is that the decoding process should not require additional information as this would create (a) a huge dependency and (b) updates to an already defined schema; in addition it is also not necessary as long as the process is thoroughly considered.
• Animatable models -The models themselves are not just representations, they must be also animated, which means that we needed to consider ramifications at the joint (body) and control point level (face) of simplification.
• Compact data form -Adaptation for a specific terminal should not severely impact network performance and vice versa (e.g. adapting towards a specific terminal should not increase the data transferred on the network). In addition, the data should be represented in compressed form wherever possible.
MPEG-21 digital item adaptation
The Motion Picture Experts Group's (MPEG), Section 21, Part 7 on digital item adaptation (DIA) (collectively known as MPEG-21 DIA) provides a tidy solution to the aforementioned constraints. The term digital item was coined to cover basically all media types, and include essentially the media (video, audio, 2D/3D graphics, descriptions, etc.) and other associated items (e.g. licenses, play lists, etc.). Adaptation can be performed on any or all of these digital items depending on the method employed. The standard [32] specifically focusing on DIA contains references to methods for adaptation (described in Sect. 3) and context; although both areas are highly generic, enabling implementation of the standard without restriction to specific practices. Context, in this case, is used to define how the resulting digital should end up on the user's terminal and covers an entire range of definitions. A brief summary of these definitions is given below.
• Network -contains the definitions specifying the network, including maximum capacity, and current usage.
• Terminal -this defines the user's terminal itself; definitions range from the resolution of the terminal's screen to its storage capacity.
• User constraints -these define the user's personal impairments, for example if they are visually impaired, this can be taken into account in the adaptation of content.
• User preferences -used to define the user's actual preferences.
• Mobility -used to define the terminal's actual position, the location, possibly the local language spoken Some or all of the contextual information is sent to the server in order to facilitate the adaptation process. The interpretation of these contextual elements is not standardized, only their definition. In this paper, we touch upon only a few of these elements, specifically the definition of terminal capability, and network capacity. Here we focus on how these contextual elements relate to the adaptation of graphical elements (both representation and animation) with an emphasis on virtual humans. We focus on both adaptations for facial and body animation, extending current state-of-the-art work by taking into account the geometry and a more general context, which includes terminal capabilities. In Sect. 2, we present related work on mesh and animation adaptation (with only simple context). Sect. 3 discusses the issues involving heterogeneous targets and Sect. 4 presents the experimental results with MPEG schemes. Section 5 concludes the paper.
Related work
Geometry representation
The real-time rendering of complex objects and multiresolution approaches have been widely investigated and applied. Starting from mesh simplification approaches applied for the complex mesh obtained from the laser scanner [12, 27] , mesh simplification methods are applied to real-time rendering by reducing rendering complexity while preserving as much visual detail as possible. For the simplification process, the main issues have been focused on identifying and measuring features. Traditionally, object level features have been investigated, which include vertex distance [25] , curvatures [35] , geometric measurement [9] , texture distance [10] , and distance in image space [31] .
After the simplification, the model is represented in a hierarchical way to be processed in real-time [22] . A discrete multi-resolution structure has been broadly adopted in application due to its simplicity and efficiency. In addition to the discrete structure, there have also been other hierarchical structures including ones which based on parametric surface representations [16] and vertex-tree based representations [26] .
Previous structures have focused on issues of the runtime adaptation of geometry. Although most of methods have strong points in efficiently managing complexities in real-time, some improvement is required for use in heterogeneous networked environments. There have been a few approaches to adapt multi-resolution techniques for the transmission of complex shapes including progressive meshes (PM) [8, 17, 25] . Those approaches provide relatively good results but need relatively high cost reconstruction on the client side, which places some limitation on using low-end devices such as PDA's or mobile phones. Also, when the issue comes to the binary encoded stream, some methods require more investigation to make it possible to adapt the contents in the binary state while preserving the rendering quality.
Animation representation
In a similar manner to geometry simplification, motions can be simplified in a visually lossless way under certain circumstances and, therefore, methods to control the trade-off of animation realism versus processing and storage requirements are being investigated by researchers.
In motion control, with regards to the selection of motion complexity over realism, it is of paramount importance to overview the basics of human visual perception, especially human motion perception, in the case of animation. Adelson [1] discusses some major issues such as apparent motions, spatial-temporal receptive fields, and short and long range perception mechanisms. Distler et al. [15] study the estimations of speed that the brain is providing using specific perceptual cues, and report that both temporal-frequency and distance play a significant role in generating velocity consistency and estimation. Directly related to skeleton and human-like motions, experiments by Kourtzi et al. [30] suggest that human movement perception is easily recognized and based on intrinsic biomechanical constraints.
In computer animation, as mentioned by Berka [6] , the accuracy of motions that are "too" fast, "too" far away, or "too" numerous in a virtual scene can be reduced without impacting their efficiency. Hence, because of its processing requirements, physically-based animation can highly gain from LoD animation systems, for instance as proposed by Carlson et al. [7] with a combination of three different animation systems, ranging from pure kinematics to dynamics, or methods proposed by Hutchinson et al. [28] that adopt a rough mass-spring network while locally refining it when the spring-angles constraints are enforced. With the same general idea, Debunne et al. [11] adapt a finite-element mesh where forces are applied for higher control on the deformations in relevant regions. Regarding non-physically-based animation methods, the inherent hierarchies of articulated bodies are very appropriate for animation control using LoD methods. Di Giacomo et al. [13] apply two animation methods with levels of depth in the hierarchy of animated branches of trees, while for human-like structures, Granieri et al. [21] investigate LoD for animation by decreasing the sampling frequency of motions and the number of degrees of freedoms per joints, i.e. the number of dimensions in which they can move. In more recent work, Giang et al. [20] discuss integration of LoD with LoA, and Joslin et al. use visual experiments to cluster animations for the actual observer to animation distances. Moreover, Di Giacomo et al. [14] propose to control the number of joints with a level of articulations and regions of interest, while Ahn et al. [3] preprocess joint postures in clusters to limit computations due to transformations at run-time.
Adaptation overview
Introduction
Adaptation within the MPEG framework is a relatively new topic and as such only a few generic methods have been proposed [5] , mainly dealing with audio/video media; whilst 3D graphics has received little attention. Here we present our research on the development of an adaptation schema using both MPEG-4 and MPEG-21 schemas. We focus on the global aspect of device capability in networked environments. As a measurement of device capability, we place emphasis on utilizing a benchmarking process and demonstrate a scheme now standardized in MPEG 21 DIA.
Overall configuration
Whilst MPEG-21 DIA [32] is not only restricted to a client/server architecture, it is currently the most commonly used for most applications; however some peer-topeer applications are emerging.
Even client-side only adaptations, whereby stored data is directly adapted according to a specific context, are also being explored on the basis of providing the more contextually relevant information. The basis of adaptation within MPEG-21 is quite complex on the outside due to its generic approach and there are several elements that are required in order to perform a complete adaptation (illustrated in Fig. 1 ). These are as follows:
format of a CDI is required (although it can be stored in other elements, it is simpler if it is treated separately). This DI should be the highest quality version and contain all elements required. The adapted CDI (ADCI) is the actual content passed from server to client.
• Generic bitstream description (gBSD) -The gBSD file, introduced by Amielh et al. [4, 5] , as it is commonly known, is essentially the mapping of each of the "important" elements within the encoded file. It can be generated in many ways, but the simplest is during the encoding of the original DI. It is basically an XML representation marking lengths, offsets and other information that is required for adaptation.
• XML stylesheet (XSLT) -The XML stylesheet is basically the method for the adaptation. This stylesheet relates the gBSD to the actual values or preferences given by the user or the terminal. It contains processes for the verification of a gBSD file against the required adaptation process, as well as the adaptation process itself. This is generally an execution routine and must be handcrafted for a particular task or set of tasks.
• Context digital item (XDI) -The XDI contains the formatted information from the client (and can also contain information from the server) on the target device, the user preferences and is basically the input control parameters for adaptation.
The adaptation process, shown in Fig. 2 , is basically passing information through the adaptation engine, where the adapted file (ACDI) is constructed from elements that have been edited (mainly in the header) and elements that have passed a specific criterion, but generally have remained unchanged. For example, and as illustrated in Fig. 3 from a syntactic perspective, if the adaptation pro- cess indicates that frames 5 to 20 should be removed, the header should indicate this change (to maintain consistency -so that the decoder does not crash or become unstable). Frames 1 to 4 and 21+ should pass through the adaptation process without change, but frames 5 to 20 will be dropped and not passed onto the adapted file. Whilst the header might also be adapted, in general most of it will be retained as it contains the information outlining the format of the rest of the packet (although this will depend on the encoding format, layers, and wrappers, etc.).
Representation of content
As the gBSD is used to define the bit-stream layout on a high level it must basically represent a decoder in XML format. This does not mean that it will decode the bitstream, but the structure of the bit-stream is important and the adaptation methods must be inline with the lowest level defined in the schema. For example, if the adaptation needs to skip frames, and as MPEG codecs are byte aligned (per frame), it is practical in this case to set a marker at the beginning of each frame; this means that a frame can be dropped without the need to understand the majority of the payload (this is possibly with the exception of updating the frames-skipped section of the header -although this can be avoided). However, as will be seen in the following sections, the schema is based on a much lower level in order to provide more flexibility.
Content preparation
Multi-resolution model generation
For a multi-resolution model, we adopt and extend the concept of clustering representation [14] . In this section, the idea of clustering is illustrated along with its extension to the compact representation of vertex properties and animation parameters.
The premise involves clustering all the data so that a specific complexity can be obtained by simply choosing a set of clusters. From the complex mesh M n (V n , F n ) where V n is a set of vertices and F n is a set of faces, it is sequentially simplified to M n−1 , . . ., M 1 , M 0 . A multiresolution model of this simplification sequence has, or at least is able to generate, a set of vertices V and faces M, where union is denoted as '+' and intersection is denoted as '−':
V and M can be partitioned into sets of clusters. The first type is a set of vertices and faces that are removed from a mesh of the level i to make a mesh of the level i − 1, denoted by C(i). The other type is a set of vertices and faces that are newly generated by simplification, denoted by N(i). Hence a level i mesh is as follows:
There are many simplification operators, including decimation, region merging, and subdivision [22] ; here we used half edge-collapsing operators [25] and quadric error metrics (QEM) [19] . The error metric is slightly modified to adopt the animation parameters. Each vertex has a measurement of levels of animation. For example, a vertex that is close to the joint in body animation or a vertex that has large facial deformation parameters need to be preserved during the simplification process. At one extreme, it is desired to preserve control points of animation as much as possible. This level of deformation is multiplied by the QEM of each vertex, such that vertices with a high deformation parameter are well-preserved through simplification. By an edge-collapsing operator, an edge (v r , v s ) is collapsed to the vertex v s . In the example (Fig. 4) , faces f 1 , f 2 are removed from the mesh, and faces f 3 , f 4 are modified into f 3 , f 4 .
The clusters are defined as:
To evaluate Eq. 2 requires setting the union and intersection, which are still complex. Using the properties of the simplification ensures N(i) to be a subset of unions of M 0 , C(1), . . ., C(i − 1). Using this property, the cluster C(i) is sub-clustered into a set of C(i, j), which belongs to N( j) where j > i and C(i, i), which does not belong to any N( j). This is same for M 0 , where M 0 = C(0). Thus, the level i mesh is represented as Eq. 3, which requires simple set selections.
The last process is the concatenation of clusters into a small number of blocks to reduce the number of selection or removal operations during the adaptation process. Processing vertices is rather straightforward because the edge-collapsing operator So far, we have described the process using only the vertex positions and face information. In the mesh, there are other properties that have to be taken into account, such as normal, color, and texture coordinates. Because these properties inheritably belong to vertices, a similar process to vertex positions is applied. Exceptional cases are 1) two or more vertices using the same value for a property and 2) a single vertex having more than two values. In both cases, there is a unique mapping from a vertex and face pair to a value of properties. The cluster C(i) has properties that have mapping from
Animation data construction
Following the adaptation of the mesh, animation data is applied to the adapted geometry. For the facial animation we use an MPEG-4 compliant facial animation system with facial animation parameters (FAP) driving our facial animation engine. These parameters provide information about the displacement of facial definition parameters (FDP) represented as feature points on the face. Each FAP is used to animate one FDP in one direction. MPEG-4 defines 66 FAP values in order to reproduce a wide range of facial expressions. Each FAP is expressed in terms of facial proportions called facial animation parameters units (FAPU), i.e. the distance between eyes. With this approach, in terms of animation, MPEG-4 is able to provide a set of displacement parameters without relation to a specific face model.
The FAP stream does not provide any information for the displacement of neighboring vertices; therefore, for each FAP, we use a method that defines each displacement, i.e. which vertices are influenced and in which direction according to FAP intensities. MPEG-4 provides a referencing method called face definition tables, and is based on a piece-wise linear interpolation in order to animate the face model. These tables (also referred to as facial animation tables or FAT) provide information about which vertices should be translated or rotated for each FAP displacement. For a translation or rotation a face definition transform node contains information on which part of the scene-graph is under influence. In order to define which vertices are influenced by FAP shape deformation, we use the face definition mesh structure to determine which vertices are animated according to the current FAP. In our method, we use a single interval boundary between consecutive frames, however we use different multiple interval boundaries in order to represent different amplitudes of deformation according to FAP intensity. This deformation information is used during the computation of model deformation in order to produce expressions according to a set of FAP values (see Fig. 5 for further details of the structure of the face definition tables)
The use of face definition tables is optional, and the providing definition information for each FAP could be achieved by a designer defining each influence manually; however areas such as the lips (shown in Fig. 6 ) make this work almost impossible due to the close proximity of 21 FAP values in a very small region. In addition, this kind of manual work would have to be performed for each model and at each level of detail.
Instead, we use another technique that utilizes geometric deformation algorithms to compute FAP influences. This technique allows an automatic computation of influenced vertices according to FDP only, i.e. the position of each feature control point. With algorithms developed based on this technique, in a few seconds, the facial animation engine is able to animate a face model with only this basic information (FDP). The huge advantage of using this kind of approach, is that for different levels of detail, we can simply recalculate the influence information by using the same FDP for the same model. Although the influence computation should be done only one time by model and complexity level, due to the computational complexity, this method is not suitable for devices with a low performance processing unit. Instead, the best solution, which can be applied to a wider range of platforms, is to automatically export piece-wise linear interpolation information from a geometric deformation engine and to use it during animation. From the high-level resolution model, we automatically construct the facial animation table, which describes influences of FAP points and information for the interpolation. As the vertices of the model Fig. 7 . Adaptation of facial animation were ordered by FDP and influence, we can easily extract the corresponding FAT information from a high-level FAT table for each model; therefore, only the corresponding part of the global FAT table is transmitted to the client. Figure 7 illustrates the adaptation process for the facial animation.
MPEG-21 adaptation
Overview
Whilst MPEG-21 is based on the principle of adaptation from non-appointed peers, general usage is geared towards the concept of a server/client architecture, whereby content is adapted on the server side and streamed to a client.
In this research, not only the geometry but also body and facial animation contents are being adapted for different contexts (Fig. 8) . For the adaptation, we focus on the entire context of adaptation instead of a particular context of network capacity or performance of a rendering hardware. As previously described, there are many different target contexts to which the mesh and animation can be adapted; the main consideration is to make sure that they are adapted to satisfy all contexts. As an overview, the network, the device capability, and the user's preferences/restrictions are the main considerations. In the context of the network, we are able to use bandwidth measurements and figures in order to determine the available capacity. The user's preferences generally consist of choosing the LoD explicitly (if the application allows). The terminal's capability is the most complex, and is dependent on many factors; in this case we use a benchmarking device.
Adaptation through benchmarking
In order to solve one of the key considerations of DIA (i.e. to concisely describe a terminal's computational power), we introduced the concept of benchmarking for both the digital item, and the terminal into the schema. This concept applies not only to graphics, but is generic enough to be used for video and audio media types as well. As part of our initial investigation, we use a linear approximation that is attributed to any digital item, i.e. regardless of the ratio it is applied in a linear fashion with no compensation for extremes or alternative scales. In essence, and in terms of graphics, we use the following equations in order to approximate the adaptation ratio:
• Media ratio (M r ) ∼ is the ratio between the maximum value for the media indicator on the reference machine (F R ) and the desired media reference on the user's terminal (F D ). In the case of graphics and video, this will normally be the frame rate (it is in our test case). For example, if F R is 50 frames per second (fps), and the desired rate is 25 fps, then the media ratio would be 2.0; assuming the benchmark ratio is above 1.0, no adaptation would be required.
• Device benchmark ratio (D r ) ∼ is the ratio between the maximum benchmark value (B R ) obtained from the reference machine and the same benchmark (B T ) obtained for the user's terminal. Similar conditions should exist for the benchmarking process on the reference machine, and the execution of testing using the media indicator.
• Adaptation ratio (R A ) ∼ provides the linear adaptation value used to adapt the digital content. It consists of the product of the media ratio (M R ), the device benchmark ratio (D R ) and the computation ratio (C R ). C R is the ratio of computation space given up for processing this media; if the terminal is dedicated to processing this media C R can be set to 1.0.
The computation ratio is used mainly because the benchmarking process and consequential media indicator (in our case frames per second) on the reference machine are performed using 100% of the CPU (or C R = 1.0) and the user may desire less than 100% usage on their terminal for decoding and playing that specific digital item. Eq. 6 is used for each individual digital item (and in most cases, decoding and rendering are computed separately, C R is then adjusted accordingly).
Using a conglomeration of Eqs. 4, 5 and 6, we are able to obtain a suitable adaptation ratio that can be used to adapt the media towards a specific device (described in Sect. 3.2). For all cases where R A is less than 1.0 adaptation is required, for all other cases the mesh and animation remain unchanged.
Our method is very effective because it permits adaptation without the need to (a) comprehend the various factors within the computer (e.g. CPU type, frequency, etc., which places several arbitrary assumptions on the hardware architecture) and (b) reduces the process to a simple linear approximation.
Benchmarking assumes the presence of a capable rendering engine, for example whilst the decoders for MPEG-4 graphics may be present; a 3D rendering engine may not -for example: if the user's terminal is a mobile phone. Therefore, in this case transmoding (converting media from one mode to another) is a possible alternative. This is especially so with 3D graphics where quite a wide range of obvious transmoding options are available (3D to 2D Graphics, 3D to video, etc.). Therefore, as part of our investigation we are currently in the process of researching such alternatives; these are explained in more detail in Sect. 7.
Benchmarking devices
The benchmarking scheme for device benchmarking is illustrated in Fig. 9 . Here, the terminal device communicates with its counterpart in the media server to setup connections. Within this framework, the benchmark is executed only once offline (during the initial set-up) and only Fig. 9 . Demonstration of both user upload of benchmark, and user download of benchmark from reference server the results are transmitted once the device is connected. It is assumed that every terminal has its own benchmark result when it connects to a network (and ultimately a media server). If the terminal contains no context stating its benchmark, the process system is able to collect one for it, as follows.
In general all benchmarks for a device need to be executed during a suitable period of time; this is usually when the user is not specifically using the device and can expect the benchmark to severely degrade the performance of other processes on their device; i.e. during an installation period. However, as benchmarks consume all the computational power of the device, and as it can be appreciated that the more benchmarks that are executed the better, plus taking into account the understanding of users in general, it is expected that a terminal may connect to a server having possibly only executed a small number of the possible benchmarks. Therefore, the user is unlikely to have downloaded the latest benchmarks as part of the course.
In this case, we assume that at least a base benchmark has been executed during installation; whilst this does not give a clear indication of the performance of the device, it is capable of providing a limited understanding of the user's terminal and is only used as a last resort. In order to tackle the problem of benchmarking requirements, we introduce the concept of a reference server in order to provide preprocessed benchmarks for specific devices. The reference server model is used as follows (and illustrated in Fig. 9 ).
• Device benchmarking ∼ a user, who has executed one or more of the standard benchmarks, is asked if they would like to upload these results to the reference server. Upon agreement, the benchmark result and device related information is uploaded to the server.
• Benchmarking weighting ∼ as with any benchmark result, and due to the possible variables in execution (including device variables, additional processes, and user intervention, etc.), a simple weighting is provided to the benchmark being uploaded in order that a weighted average can be obtained. Currently we are using a simple Bayesian estimate [24] • Device benchmark reference ∼ a user, who has not executed a benchmark for their terminal, requests all the relevant benchmarks for their device from the reference server, the reference server returns all available benchmarks to the terminal, which can then be sent to the media server to enable the adaptation to continue. Should a device's benchmark still not be available, the base benchmark will then be used as a last resort.
The use of a reference server is not desirable, however it serves as a function for those user's whose patience for benchmarking, terminal calibration and device testing is limited.
Adaptation through network capacity
The adaptation of the mesh and animation stream in terms of the network capacity is directly governed by the available bandwidth C B , the encoded stream size F S (as the media is generally adapted after it has been encoded), and the download time T W in seconds that a user is prepared to wait or that a provider believes reasonable; exemplified in Eq. 7.
R A provides the ratio of the original file to the adapted file, and as the main elements contributing to this size (assuming that the encoding process is well-balanced) is the mesh size, the size of the mesh is reduced. Values for F S , C B , and even T W are easily obtained and, therefore, the value for R A is also easily determined.
Additional considerations
For facial animation, after adaptation, the model uses the corresponding facial animation table. During animation, a real-time deformation engine compiles each FAT according to the current set of FAP, and computes deformation of the mesh by merging each FAT. This involves small computational cost for each frame by simplifying the FAT generation process as a simple selection of sub-sets. This technique works well on powerful platforms, but is also appropriate for platforms with a lower processing capability, such as a PDA device. 
Experimental results
4)
. By utilizing different benchmark results for different data sets and applications, we can approximate the performance more closely. For this case, application # 2 could utilize a subset of benchmark such as light-06 and 3dsmax-02, which will describe its performance more closely. In order to verify proposed method, we applied a set of human body models with both body and face animation. Multi-resolution models were generated based on the benchmark for that device and the resulting size values are tabulated in Table 2 and illustrated in Fig. 11 . The progressive mesh approach is known as a method of near optimal storage usage for multi-resolution models. The discrete mesh is a representation of a set of discrete levels of details, which is still quite common in most of real-world applications because of its simplicity in adaptation.
The numbers are the size of the VRML and BIFS files, respectively. Since the PM cannot currently be encoded in the BIFS format, only the approximated size for the VRML file is noted. As a result of the adaptation, the highest details have a number of polygons of 71 K and 7 K for each model, whilst the lowest details have 1K and 552 polygons each (Fig. 12 ). The models are constructed to have five different levels. The body model has 12 operations of adaptation for each segment, which has vertex normal and texture coordinates as properties. This number of operations is quite small when compared to operations for a PM, which requires at least n/2 operations, where n is number of vertices (28 K for the body model). Furthermore, the method uses a simple selection, whilst PM requires relatively complex substitutions. The proposed method is located inbetween of these approaches, and is flexible and simple enough to allow adaptation with relatively small file size. Although the proposed method has larger data to the PM approach, it is encodable to standard codec and is able to be transmittable via standard MPEG streams. It also utilizes a simpler adaptation mechanism, which is very similar to the simplest discrete level selection. 
Current and future research
The context within MPEG-21 digital item adaptation is very generic, and in many respects does not even need to apply to MPEG encoding/representation schemes; therefore our current research is aimed at determining if there are better approximations for the benchmarked result and the polygon mesh adaptation, possibly based on a logarithmic schema. We are also looking at linking the results more closely with other sets of terminal descriptors, such as display capabilities (e.g. defining the screen resolution, etc.), and memory capacity. A straightforward continuation of such an adaptation would be to handle other media types for the lowest levels, i.e. when the device is not capable of 3D rendering, to deliver a media that it can manage. We are investigating automatic conversion of 3D animation to animated 2D vector graphics, for example, illustrated in Fig. 13 , since many mobile phones support such formats.
The difficulties in the 3D-to-2D transmoding are to maintain intrinsic 3D properties, such as depth perception and lighting in the 2D representation, and to keep the size of generated data small enough for practical use. We are also concerned with the dynamic adaptation of both representation and animation in harmony with each other. This mainly involves transmitting a representation based on the level of articulation (LoA) used, which greatly reduces the overall polygon count; whilst at the same time maintaining the possibility for a dynamic increase in LoA. Last, we are currently researching methods for 
Conclusion
In this paper we have presented a method to format 3D representation data that can then be encoded and adapted using a generic schema within the MPEG-21 framework; essentially the representation is produced in such a way that it requires no additional information on the client's side and can be rendered immediately. In addition, the representation used is suitable for clients who have low computational power and it provides significant advantages over progressive mesh techniques of devices such as PDAs. We have also introduced a benchmarking method that permits a linear approximation to be used for the adaptation process of the mesh representation, reducing the overall polygon density to match the capabilities of the device. Whilst the method presented only approximates the adaptation of a representation's polygon density to a specific value, this approximation is well within acceptable limits and it is not intended, nor could it be hoped, to be more precise. His main research field is real-time interaction in virtual environments, more specifically multi-resolution modeling of shape and texture and multi-modal interaction mechanisms. He has actively participated in several European Projects focused on topics of shape modeling, multi-modal interaction and evoking believable experiences in the virtual environment.
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